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We are the national distributor and nationally-approved minority supplier of this patented, proven, maintenance-free
long term bacteriostatic coating Titania, disinfectant chemicals & cleaners for flooring, upholstery, shutters, awnings,
schools, public facilities, vehicles (exterior and interior), etc.

We supply to medical & healthcare facilities, fleet, trucking, RV & auto, marine, professional & amateur sports teams,
K-12 & college educational facilities, aerospace, hotel & catering, MRO, pharmaceutical OEMs, agriculture, and
numerous other industries.

Titania provides between 12 - 60 months of continuous self-sanitizing surface, as a broad spectrum bacteriostat. Can
be applied on all soft and hard surfaces.  We recommend a cleaning protocol, such as our Clean-Sanitize-Protect
(CSP) protocol with quarterly ATP inspection for best cleaned and disinfected surfaces.  Consider use of our US-made
EPA-certified biocide & cleaner, Safe-T-Gard.

Products include:
1) Cyclone - a multipurpose cleaner, concentrated; typical cleaning is 40:1 or 4:1 mix with water, depending on level of
clean needed.  Biodegradable, non-caustic, no solvents, made in USA.

2) Safe-T-Gard - an EPA certified N-rated (1839-220) disinfectant & cleaner (dual quat), skin-safe, broad spectrum
biocide, virucide, pseudomonicidal, fungicide ready-to-use for fast disinfecting of all surfaces within 5 seconds (99.9%
of pathogens); hospital grade disinfectant; spray on all surfaces including wood, alloys, metals, plastics, fabrics,
flooring, painted surfaces, doors, desks, chairs, all porous and nonporous surfaces, hard and soft surfaces.  Kills staph
A., klebsiella p., MRSA, rotavirus, rhinovirus, bird flus, corona virus, incl. SARS-Covid-19 virus, bacteria, fungi, mildew,
mold, odors+++.  Made in USA.

3) Titania - an advanced surface preservative spray, bacteriostat; no PPE required to apply (by spray); fast drying,
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0.5 micron, superhydrophilic, no dye-crocking, stain resistant, improves fabric & substrate surfaces and fibers by
increasing resistance to abrasion, eliminates VOCs, long term continuous de-odorizer from both organic and inorganic
sources.  Made in USA.

4) Graphene Ceramic - spray or rub on sealant for surfaces; highly lubricious paint and surface sealant to reduce
porosity (e.g., on grouting) to prevent dirt, grime & mold to penetrate surfaces.  Made in USA.

5) OMNIFogUSA nozzles and applicators - for spraying/atomizing the cleaners, disinfectants, surface coatings when
treating facility surfaces.  Made in USA.

6) Velour - concentrated fabric, carpet, vinyl & leather cleaner, with brighteners for a fast, deep & thorough clean.
Made in USA.

7) ShutterGuard Part A Cleaner & AwningGuard Cleaner, for cleaning all major roll shutters, roll down garages and
security doors, fabric & PVC membrane awnings as well as all aluminum and composite fencing, structures, posts,
and exterior metallic & painted architectural and facility installations; easy spray on solution, concentrated.
Biodegradable, easy on skin, non-caustic.  Made in USA.

8) ShutterGuard Part B Sealer & Lubricant, for long term sealing of moving parts and guides of shutters, roll doors,
and security gates, offering long term dry lubricant and surface protection against salts, environmental build up, black
and grey streaking, dirt adhesion; a spray on solution with eco-friendly properties.  Made in USA.

AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

230603 Pathogen Removal and Remediation Supplies and Services 08/31/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230804 Medical Equipment, Supplies, and Services 10/31/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230903 Industrial and Facility Equipment, Chemicals, Supplies, and 11/30/2026 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230603

David Wassmann CEO (248) 556-6595 dwassmann@basemedia.co

Luis Wassmann Sales Manager (305) 215-3900 luis@basemedia.co

230804

David Wassmann President (248) 556-6595 dwassmann@basemedia.co

Luis Wassmann Sales Manager (305) 215-3900 luis@basemedia.co

230903

Luis Wassmann Sales Manager (305) 215-3900 luis@basemedia.co

David Wassmann CEO (248) 556-6595 dwassmann@basemedia.co
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